Costs and benefits of group living in primates: an energetic perspective
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Group size is a fundamental component of sociality, and has important consequences for an individual’s fitness as well as the collective and cooperative behaviours of the group as a whole. This review focuses on how the costs and benefits of group living vary in female primates as a function of group size, with a particular emphasis on how competition within and between groups affects an individual’s energetic balance. Because the repercussions of chronic energetic stress can lower an animal’s fitness, identifying the predictors of energetic stress has important implications for understanding variation in survivorship and reproductive success within and between populations. Notably, we extend previous literature on this topic by discussing three physiological measures of energetic balance—glucocorticoids, c-peptides and thyroid hormones. Because these hormones can provide clear signals of metabolic states and processes, they present an important complement to field studies of spatial and temporal changes in food availability. We anticipate that their further application will play a crucial role in elucidating the adaptive significance of group size in different social and ecological contexts.

1. Introduction

Group size in many social animals, including most primates, can vary tremendously within and between populations. One of the most widely accepted hypotheses proposed to explain this large variation in group size is competition over food resources [1–4]. Competition influences the quality and quantity of food (energy) resources that are acquired from the environment, and these resources are then directed towards reproductive effort once an individual’s basic metabolic requirements have been met [5]. Although the repercussions of short-term energy deficits may be mitigated by mobilizing energy reserves and/or decreasing metabolic rates, chronic energetic stress can have deleterious consequences, including immunosuppression, muscle wasting and reduced fertility [6,7]. Identifying how group-size variation affects an individual’s energetic balance can thus have important implications for understanding fitness consequences for animals living in small versus large social groups. Given the energetic demands of pregnancy and lactation, factors affecting energetic status in mammals can arguably have a more significant effect on female relative to male fitness [8].

Here, we focus on the energetic consequences of group-size variation in female primates, emphasizing how group size affects resource competition within and between groups. Primates are an ideal taxon within which to examine this topic, given their remarkable diversity in social organization [9] and the fact that individuals in the majority of primate species form enduring social bonds with other group members [10]. For females in particular, the fitness advantages associated with these social bonds— and group living more broadly—have long been recognized (e.g. [11,12]), though a mechanistic understanding of how competition affects survival and reproduction via energetic pathways has remained elusive. Our overall objective is to guide future research on this topic by reviewing
existing theories and methodologies. Following recent initiatives to integrate individual- and group-level processes in a landscape perspective [13], we emphasize the importance of predicting how interactions among individuals within groups affect interactions between groups, i.e. at the scale of populations, and vice versa.

(a) Scramble competition within groups
Increased within-group competition for food is predicted to be one of the major costs of group living (e.g. [1,14,15]). As group size increases, food patches are more rapidly depleted and/or each group member’s encounter rate with food is diminished as the search fields of neighbouring individuals overlap. Two key strategies to compensate for the resulting declines in food availability are (i) to increase the time devoted to foraging activities and (ii) to increase daily travel length, so as to encounter more food patches [16–19]. The ecological constraints model emphasizes that the size, density and distribution of depletable food patches will influence the strength of this group-size effect. It predicts that travel costs will be highest in landscapes characterized by small, low density and/or sparsely distributed patches (reviewed in [20]). Numerous empirical studies on primates lend support to this model, particularly among species that compete for patchy, high-quality food resources (reviewed in [21,22]).

Beyond altering total foraging time and movement patterns, individuals in larger groups may mitigate the costs of intragroup competition by changing dietary preferences, foraging in lower-quality patches and/or increasing patch residence times (reviewed in [22]). It is important to note that individuals following these strategies may minimize energetic expenditure through decreased travel yet, in doing so, they may compromise energy intake by foraging on lower-quality resources. Lastly, individuals may also increase their distance to other group members, thereby reducing the extent of search path overlap between neighbouring animals [23,24]. If patch size is sufficiently large to accommodate the increased group spread, this strategy does not necessarily exclude group members from simultaneously foraging on equal-quality food items. It may, however, increase the vulnerability to predator attack for more isolated members positioned on the group’s periphery (reviewed in [25]).

Given the importance of resource abundance and distribution for the relationship between group size and daily travel, the most applicable tests of the ecological constraints model have compared groups occupying the same habitat and/or how a single group responds to local habitat changes (reviewed in [22]). By contrast, major habitat differences between sites in comparative studies spanning broader (e.g. continental) scales can mask the effects of group size on ranging patterns. For example, cumulative monthly rainfall—an ecological variable capable of capturing substantial habitat differences—was the strongest predictor of daily travel path in two meta-analyses of baboon study populations ranging throughout East Africa [26,27]. In these same studies, group size was a relatively poor [27] or non-significant predictor of daily travel distance [26]. Johnson et al. [26] suggest that this lack of a group size effect may be explained by the stronger relative importance of ecological variables at broader spatial scale comparisons. These findings do not necessarily negate the importance of group size effects at the local scale.

(b) Contest competition between groups
Under some ecological conditions, the disadvantages of intragroup foraging competition in large groups may be offset by advantages associated with increased group size. In these cases, foraging time is expected to decrease as group size increases if larger groups outcompete smaller groups for food resources [1,28]. This concept, comparable to the principle of resource holding potential in individual-based contests [29], can have negative fitness consequences for individuals in relatively small groups. Extending the predictions of the ideal despotic distribution for conspecific interactions at the individual level [30], subordinate groups are expected to occupy poorer-quality habitats and, consequently, experience lower average reproductive success than dominant groups.

In many primate species, group size is a positive predictor of group-level dominance (reviewed in [31]). Despite findings that habitat quality influences individual fitness in primates [32,33], relatively few studies have explicitly evaluated whether intergroup differences in habitat quality result in differences between groups in the average individual fitness of group members. Some recent studies address this topic, however, with findings suggesting that larger (dominant) groups do indeed occupy higher-quality portions of the landscape [32,34,35]. The benefits individuals derive from such collective defence of resources can place a selective pressure on group members to form cooperative bonds with one another [1,36].

Foraging time may also decrease as group size increases if larger groups have advantages relative to smaller groups through information exchange about the quality and location of food [37,38]. Although information transfer regarding food resources has been studied in primates [39], the extent to which the rate of information transfer varies as a function of group size is largely unexplored [40] with the exception of research on food-associated calls. In several primate species, food availability and food quality/type influence the likelihood of call production (e.g. [41,42]). Long-distance calls in fission–fusion species may function, for example, to announce the caller’s arrival at a food patch. Researchers have found that encountering food resources increases the likelihood that male chimpanzees will give a pant-hoot vocalization, which may attract allies and/or mates to the food patch and thereby augment subgroup size [43–46]. Similarly, food abundance, subgroup size and the caller’s dominance rank influence the rate of food calling in spider monkeys [47]. The combined effect of these factors led researchers to suggest that callers share information contingent on how calling affects their competitive ability as group size and composition change.

(c) Contest competition within groups
For many group-living animals, group-size trade-offs are further nuanced by an individual’s social status within the group. Across species, high rank typically confers reduced rates of received aggression and priority of access to food (reviewed in [48,49]). High-ranking individuals may also forage more efficiently due to fewer interruptions during feeding and reduced time required to meet caloric demands [50]. This pattern has been demonstrated in several primate species, such that dominants have higher food intake rates than subordinates [51–54].

Importantly, these patterns suggest that low-ranking individuals bear a disproportionate share of the costs of group living in that they may participate in collective
behaviours (e.g. group vigilance and/or defence) yet have unequal access to food resources. The energetic consequences of this may be exacerbated if the distance travelled by the group as a whole is a major constituent of an individual’s energetic expenditure. Specifically, low-ranking individuals travel at least as far as high-ranking individuals in cohesive groups yet may have lower energetic intake to offset these travel costs. Empirical evaluation of rank-based differences in energetic balance presents a novel direction for future research.

(d) A unifying framework: the concept of competitive regimes

For group-living animals, the concept of competitive regimes provides a framework for integrating the consequences of feeding competition within and between groups [53,55]. Three modes of competition are discussed in this framework: within-group scramble, within-group contest and between-group contest. The various combinations of these modes (e.g. the ‘competitive regime’) predict differences in female fitness within and between groups. For example, under intense between-group competition when resources are discrete and defensible, the model predicts that energy gain of females in smaller groups is less than that of females in larger groups. If this pattern is combined with within-group competition, energy gain declines linearly with female rank in each group. According to this holistic perspective, there should be an equilibrium point where a low-ranking female in a large (socially dominant) group has the equivalent energy gain to a high-ranking female in a small (socially subordinate) group.

Janson [56, p. 54] notes that ‘differences among groups in the intensity of various forms of food competition should determine whether or not an individual would gain nutritionally by switching groups [57], and thus might help to regulate group size [58].’

If the relative intensity of these intra- and intergroup pressures change over time, persistence of different-sized groups may be explained by fluctuating survival selection that alternatively favours small versus large groups. Although recent research on colonial cliff swallow provides novel evidence of how naturally occurring changes in the selection pressures can maintain a range of group sizes within a population [59], we are aware of no comparable studies to date on primates.

(e) Stable and optimal group sizes

Across and within mammalian species, there can be large variation in the extent to which group size and composition remain stable. At one extreme, groups are highly fluid in their social organization and subgroups of variable members form frequently; at the other extreme, groups are highly stable over long time periods and permanent group fissions or fusions occur infrequently (reviewed in [60]). This variation in the spatial and temporal cohesion of group members (fission–fusion dynamics) provides an opportunity to investigate how individuals balance group size trade-offs in socially complex settings. In particular, it presents a natural experiment for examining how optimal group size, defined as the group size ‘yielding maximum individual fitness’ [61], varies in response to changing social and ecological pressures. The general consensus is that fissions reflect an imbalance between large groups and resource availability as mediated through intragroup competition for resources [62–65]. By contrast, fusions may reflect the inability of small groups to successfully compete against conspecific groups and/or avoid predation.

Research on species characterized by fluid social organization lends support to these predictions. For example, subgroup size was positively correlated with intragroup competition for food resources in fission–fusion species such as chimpanzees, bonobos and spider monkeys (e.g. [66–71]). In several studies, the explicit link between subgroup size and daily travel was examined and the expected positive correlation was found (e.g. [72,73]). Support has also come from studies of group fissioning in species typically characterized by stable social groups. For example, group fissions in yellow baboons are rare and are the only opportunity for females, the philopatric sex, to choose their group membership [74,75]. Analysis of female decisions during permanent fissions has shown that several factors—notably group size and the presence of matrilineal kin—are influential [76]. These findings are consistent with those observed for fission–fusion species in the extent to which they reveal the complexity of decision-making and party formation (e.g. [73,77]), and emphasize that food competition—likely mediated via group size—is one of several potential factors driving grouping patterns.

An intriguing question emerging from these results is why some primate groups persist above the optimal group size. For example, long-term monitoring of wild baboons by the Amboseli Baboon Research Project (ABRP) reveals a long tail in the upper end of the distribution of group size (figure 1), exceeding the optimal group size predicted by Markham et al. [78]. In the broader ecological literature, researchers assume that individuals move freely between groups as a reflection of an individual’s own best interests. In this sense, a group at optimal size is extremely attractive to an immigrant, despite the fact that a new comer’s immigration would cause the group size to increase above the optimum and therefore, the fitness of other group members to decline [61]. Considering the importance of not simply the number but the identity of other group members, fissioning in primates presents an important departure from these basic assumptions. Given the potential selective advantage individuals have in being able to adjust their grouping behaviour to current ecological conditions, factors potentially constraining plasticity and limiting the
freedom of individuals to act independently—such as an individual’s integration with other group members in a network of interconnected social relationships—require explanation. An additional argument is that group fissioning in some socially complex species is a collective action problem [79] that inhibits a rapid fission response to immediate conditions: fissions represent an opportunity to recalibrate the trade-offs individuals experience living in groups, but require a subset of the group members to form a new group. If too few individuals attempt to establish a new group, they may suffer more from between-group competition than formerly under intense within-group competition. This suggests that low-ranking animals living in large groups may tolerate the effects of a reduced net food intake via some benefits derived from group living (e.g. advantages in between-group competition and/or decreased predation risk).

(f) Beyond group size: group composition

Although many studies on group-size variation in primates focus exclusively on census counts of individuals, explicit consideration of the relative number of individuals in various age-sex classes (i.e. group composition) can have important implications for the energetic demands of the group as a whole and, therefore, the intensity of competition within and between groups.

At the individual level, estimates of an animal’s metabolic rate—and, by extension, energetic needs and space-use requirements—have often been based on body mass and allometric scaling laws (e.g. [80–82]). Metabolic rate has also been calculated by a technique that uses isotopically labelled water to measure the rate of carbon dioxide production (‘doubly labelled water’ technique: [83]). While assessment using doubly labelled water provides a more accurate quantification of metabolic rate, the invasive nature of this approach (requiring animal capture at one or more time points) limits its implementation in many studies of wild primates (but see [84–87]). As such, scaling laws remain a valuable tool when researching species for which invasive measures are not readily obtained.

For species obligated to group living, the cumulative biomass and energetic demand of the group is expected to function comparably to relationships based on individuals in solitary species [88]. However, accurately quantifying biomass in wild populations can be difficult due to unknown ages and growth rates of the individuals observed in study groups. While larger groups should theoretically have larger energetic demands than smaller groups, empirical evaluation of how group size scales with group biomass and energetic demand [91,92]. Averaged over all age groups, average group biomass ranged from 161.0 to 660.9 kg3/4 (mean ± s.e.: 275.5 ± 23.76 kg) and average group energetic demand estimated by Kleiber’s Law ranged from 91.3 to 660.9 kg0.75/4 (mean ± s.e.: 275.5 ± 12.42 kg0.75/4). Average group biomass was strongly and positively correlated with group size (Spearman’s correlation coefficient = 0.984, N = 104 group-hydrological years; p < 0.001), a pattern influenced by consistent per cent group compositions, despite variation in group size. A comparison of group composition by number of individuals, biomass and energetic demand (figure 2) suggests that various age–sex classes may have numerical superiority yet contribute minimally to the group’s overall energetic requirements. This can have important implications for the group’s collective actions, particularly in the light of recent work on ‘majority rule’ as a predictor of group-level movement decisions [101].

During our 25-year study period, we found that the average annual group size ranged from 19.9 to 115.0 individuals (N = 104 group-hydrological years, mean ± s.e.: 49.0 ± 2.12 individuals), average group biomass ranged from 161.0 to 1254.8 kg (mean ± s.e.: 519.5 ± 23.76 kg) and average group energetic demand estimated by Kleiber’s Law ranged from 91.3 to 660.9 kg0.75/4 (mean ± s.e.: 275.5 ± 12.42 kg0.75/4).

Here, we estimate biomass and energetic demand using detailed group composition data from a population of wild baboons in Amboseli, Kenya. Our primary objective in this analysis is to examine how group size and composition together influence group biomass and energetic demand. This population has been the subject of regular observation since 1971 by the ABRP. We focused our analyses on 1990–2014 hydrological years, a time period characterized by regular monthly censuses of two to six social groups. ABRP provides a valuable opportunity to examine the relationship between group size, biomass and energetic demand because all individuals in the study population are individually recognizable, births and deaths are typically accurate to within 2–3 days, and growth rates in this population have been established in previous work [93]. We estimated body mass for each individual in the group based on the individual’s age and sex relative to growth equations for wild-feeding baboons in this study population [93]. For both sexes, we estimated birth weight as 0.775 kg (value used [94,95]). We used a maximum adult weight of 22 kg for males and 12 kg for females [93]. Once individual body mass was calculated, we applied Kleiber’s Law, which estimates metabolic rate as body mass raised to 0.75 [96]. Kleiber’s Law has been supported in studies from a wide array of taxonomic groups [90,97,98], but see references [99,100].

During our 25-year study period, we found that the average annual group size ranged from 19.9 to 115.0 individuals (N = 104 group-hydrological years, mean ± s.e.: 49.0 ± 2.12 individuals), average group biomass ranged from 161.0 to 1254.8 kg (mean ± s.e.: 519.5 ± 23.76 kg) and average group energetic demand estimated by Kleiber’s Law ranged from 91.3 to 660.9 kg0.75/4 (mean ± s.e.: 275.5 ± 12.42 kg0.75/4). Average group biomass was strongly and positively correlated with group size (Spearman’s correlation coefficient = 0.984, N = 104 group-hydrological years; p < 0.001), a pattern influenced by consistent per cent group compositions, despite variation in group size. A comparison of group composition by number of individuals, biomass and energetic demand (figure 2) suggests that various age–sex classes may have numerical superiority yet contribute minimally to the group’s overall energetic requirements. This can have important implications for the group’s collective actions, particularly in the light of recent work on ‘majority rule’ as a predictor of group-level movement decisions [101].

Group composition can affect the outcome of competition between groups. Age–sex biases in intergroup contest involvement have been documented in a wide range of primate species (e.g. [102,103]), and numerical superiority with regard to the age–sex class most likely to engage in intergroup attacks can be a stronger predictor of group-level dominance than an overall (total group size) advantage (reviewed in [31]). Group composition and biases in age–sex class...

Figure 2. Per cent contribution by age–sex class to group’s total number of individuals, biomass (kg) and energetic demand (kg0.75/4) for 14 baboon social groups from 1990 to 2014 hydrological years (November–October). Analyses included only group-hydrological years in which the focal group was censused every calendar month during the hydrological year. Data provided by ABRP.
involvement may be particularly important considerations when disentangling conflict related to food resources versus mating opportunities [104].

(g) Group size in the context of allostasis and the reactive scope model

Allostasis is the process of maintaining stability across the parameters essential for life (e.g. blood glucose, pH, body temperature) by altering levels of various physiological mediators such as glucocorticoids, catecholamines and cytokines [105]. Allostatic state refers to the mediator response required following predictable changes or events—such as daily and seasonal variations (e.g. photoperiod, mating), while allostatic load refers to the mediator response required following unpredictable changes or events (e.g. storms, predation). When the energetic demand essential for restoring homeostasis exceeds available energy stores or intake, an individual enters a state known as allostatic overload. The negative energy balance experienced during allostatic overload leads both to a decrease in body mass and a decline in reproductive performance [106,107], and prolonged duration of allostatic overload has adverse effects on the animal’s health and survival [108].

The concept of allostasis, with its focus on energetic demands, was broadened by Romero et al. [109] in the reactive scope model to incorporate additional components such as early developmental effects and short-term stressors (e.g. a predator attack) that do not affect energetic demand. In this reactive scope model, physiological mediators exist in four ranges: (i) predictive homeostasis (corresponds to allostatic state), the range of a mediator reflecting normal circadian and seasonal variation and allowing the animal to cope with predictable challenges; (ii) reactive homeostasis (corresponds to allostatic load), the range of a mediator needed to restore homeostasis after an unpredictable challenge; (iii) homeostatic overload (corresponds to allostatic overload), the range of a mediator when the mediator itself starts disrupting homeostasis, and (iv) homeostatic failure, the range of a mediator when the mediator is insufficient at maintaining homeostasis. See the following section for further discussion of these ranges with specific reference to glucocorticoid concentrations.

Allostasis and the reactive scope model are applicable to understanding group size effects on an individual’s energetic balance. Because of increased intragroup competition for food, individuals in larger groups are expected to have higher allostatic load than individuals in smaller groups unless (i) larger groups outcompete smaller groups for food resources or (ii) individuals in larger groups increase their foraging time and/or efficiency. However, if there is a food shortage and the animal can no longer meet its energy requirement, it will enter a state of allostatic overload [105] or homeostatic overload [109]. Not all individuals in a group are equal in terms of allostatic load, and individual variation can affect the threshold between reactive homeostasis and homeostatic overload. For example, lactating females have higher energy expenditure than cycling females due to the cost of milk production. If energy intake cannot compensate for this increased demand, lactating females—in a state of negative energy balance—will deplete fat stores, which will lead to a decrease in their body mass and longer interbirth intervals [107,110]. If any individual in such a compromised state is subsequently exposed to additional challenges while still lacking energy reserves to decrease allostatic load, its probability of reaching allostatic overload is highly increased [105].

Dominance rank is another factor affecting an individual’s allostatic load. In addition to reduced access to food resources, low-ranking animals are also subject to physical and psychological threats from dominants. These negative social interactions will lead to higher allostatic load in subordinate relative to dominant individuals, and will increase a low-ranking animal’s susceptibility to stress pathologies. However, if obtaining and maintaining dominance rank are costly (obtained through aggression and not inherited), or if subordinate animals have good coping mechanisms (e.g. grooming), then high-ranking animals may have higher allostatic load than low-ranking ones [111].

(h) Physiological measures of energetic balance

As reviewed in the preceding sections, competition within and between groups proximately affects a female’s energetic balance and ultimately impacts her reproduction and survivorship [1,49,112]. Despite theoretical interest in understanding the relative influence of these intra- and intergroup effects [53,55], there has been relatively little empirical evaluation of existing theories. This lack of research is due, in large part, to the challenge of accurately quantifying energetic balance in wild populations [53]. Several recent developments, however, provide researchers with non-invasive techniques to measure an animal’s energetic balance. In the sections below, we discuss how three important biomarkers of energetic balance—glucocorticoid, c-peptide and thyroid hormone concentrations—can be applied to this topic.

(i) Glucocorticoids

Glucocorticoids are steroid hormones secreted by the adrenal glands in response to adverse stressors. According to the reactive scope model, glucocorticoid levels in the predictive homeostatic range regulate energetic metabolism linked to normal daily and seasonal demands by promoting foraging behaviour, energy intake and energy use [113,114]. In response to unpredictable events including environmental [115–118] and social stressors [7,119,120], glucocorticoid levels increase in the reactive homeostatic range. This elevation of glucocorticoid levels in the bloodstream leads to the rapid mobilization of glucose and contributes to the restoration of homeostasis by enhancing gluconeogenesis, increasing foraging behaviour and shutting down processes that are non-essential for immediate survival (i.e. growth, reproduction and immune function). As such, maintaining elevated glucocorticoid concentrations for extended periods of time entails ‘wear and tear’ costs as the animal concomitantly decreases basic self-maintenance and reproductive functions. Wear and tear costs are also experienced during homeostatic overload when glucocorticoids themselves begin having pathological consequences. Maintaining glucocorticoid secretion in homeostatic overload for long time periods (chronic stress) decreases an animal’s ability to cope with stressors and leads to increased disease prevalence and decreased survival [108,121–123].

Glucocorticoid concentrations can be measured non-invasively in a variety of matrices (e.g. urine, faeces, saliva and hair), and therefore have been widely used to examine the effects of various stressors in wild animals [124–130]. Several studies have investigated how glucocorticoid levels vary as a function of group size in social animals. The majority
of these studies found that individuals in larger groups have higher glucocorticoid concentrations relative to individuals in smaller groups (meadow voles [131]; African elephants [132]; cliff swallows [133]; American red squirrels [134]; rhesus monkeys [135]; king penguins [136]; see also review [137]). By contrast, other studies have found that individuals in smaller groups had higher glucocorticoid concentrations (sheep [138]; prairie voles [139]). Two other studies found that intermediate group size was optimal (yellow baboons [78]; ring-tailed lemurs [140]). In these studies, the authors hypothesized that the larger groups had elevated glucocorticoid levels due to the high cost of intra-group competition, while smaller groups had elevated glucocorticoid levels due to the high cost of inter-group competition and/or predation. Finally, some studies have found a lack of correlation between glucocorticoid concentrations and group size, as each group size comes with its own costs and benefits [141,142]. The diversity of these patterns reveals the complexity of group size costs and benefits for different animal species.

In addition to quantifying differences between groups, glucocorticoids have been used to understand how individuals within the same group uniquely experience energetic trade-offs associated with group living. Much of this research has focused on the influences of dominance rank on glucocorticoid concentrations. The majority of studies have found that higher-ranking animals have lower glucocorticoid concentrations, a pattern reflecting priority of access to resources, and they can therefore usually meet their energetic demands more readily than low-ranking animals [119,120,123]. Lower-ranking animals are also subject to increased aggression and harassment leading to high levels of psychological stress. However, in some species, being a high-ranking animal can be energetically demanding due to the costs of mating and maintaining high ranks, and high-ranking animals can have higher glucocorticoid concentrations than lower-ranking animals [119,120,123,130].

Despite the frequent use of glucocorticoid concentrations as a reflection of energetic stress, there are several limitations with this interpretation. First, basal glucocorticoid levels regulate metabolism during normal activities, including conditions when the animal is not energetically limited [113,114]. Second, glucocorticoids are not linearly released during starvation. Rather, glucocorticoid levels have a transient increase in the first stage of starvation (glucose metabolism), then return to basal levels (fatty acid metabolism) and finally increase again in the last phase (protein breakdown) [109]. Finally, because glucocorticoid excretion can be stimulated by psychological stress as well as by energetic stress, interpreting the source of elevated glucocorticoid concentrations is challenging [7]. This challenge can be addressed by jointly assessing an individual’s glucocorticoid concentrations with other physiological measures of energetic stress (see below), thereby providing insight into the relative contribution of psychological and energetic sources of stress.

(ii) C-peptides
Insulin, a peptide hormone secreted by the pancreas when blood glucose levels are high, regulates glucose metabolism by (i) facilitating the usage of glucose by cells when energy is needed or (ii) promoting the storage of glucose into the liver and the adipose tissues when glucose is in excess of the demands. C-peptides are a by-product of insulin production. In contrast with insulin, c-peptides are not metabolized by the liver and are excreted in urine in concentrations reflecting plasma levels, therefore providing a non-invasive measure of insulin production when urine collection is feasible.

Because of its role in glucose homeostasis, insulin is an important mediator of allostasis. Insulin is secreted when blood glucose is in excess and therefore high insulin levels—and high c-peptide levels—indicate a positive energetic balance (i.e. energy intake exceeds energy expenditure) and are usually associated with an increase in the body’s fat store. Insulin can also inhibit energy intake and increases energy expenditure (e.g. increase thermogenesis) by its action on the central nervous system [143,144]. Finally, insulin plays an important role in reproduction, and low levels of insulin have been associated with decreases in spermatogenesis and ovarian function [107,110,143,145].

Studies quantifying c-peptide concentrations in wild populations have typically focused on the correlation between c-peptide levels and various factors affecting energetic balance, including food availability (orangutans [146,147]), reproductive state (rhesus monkeys [148]; chimpanzees [110]) and dominance rank (chimpanzees [149]). Two studies have looked specifically at the effect of group size on c-peptide concentrations. In chimpanzees, c-peptide concentrations were lower in larger parties as a consequence of the energetic costs of aggression [150]. By contrast, in bonobos, aggression frequency did not predict c-peptide concentrations and large groups were associated with high c-peptide concentrations, suggesting that the formation of large group size may be driven by food availability in bonobos [151]. Understanding the effects of group size on energy balance in stable societies for which fissions–fusions are rare events is similarly important as non-optimal group size in these societies is expected to be even more costly.

(iii) Thyroid hormones
Thyroid hormones, notably triiodothyronine and its prohormone thyroxine, are secreted by the thyroid gland and are essential in metabolic regulation. In periods of negative energetic balance, thyroid hormone concentrations decrease relative to concentrations during energetically favourable times. This decrease leads to the conservation of energy through a cessation of growth, a decrease in lipid mobilization, protein degradation and reduced metabolic rate [152,153].

Because of their key role in energy intake and expenditure, thyroid hormones are considered important biomarkers of an animal’s energetic balance. For example, thyroid hormone concentrations increase during periods of high energetic demand and/or elevated basal metabolic rate such as times of moulting [154], somatic growth [155], testicular development [156], mating [157] and when animals were exposed to lower temperature [157]. Additionally, several studies have examined how thyroid hormone levels vary in response to changes in energetic input. In these studies, low thyroid hormone concentrations have been found in periods of food restriction, food shortage and/or low food quality [157–161].

Measuring thyroid hormone concentrations has traditionally relied on analyses of blood and urine samples (e.g. [153,156–164]). However, collection of blood and urine samples may disrupt the animal’s behaviour and/or be impractical in many wild populations. Recent developments using faecal determination of thyroid hormone levels [159]...
can avoid these complications by providing a novel approach to non-invasively assessing energetic stress. Faecal determination of thyroid hormone levels has been used to non-invasively assess energetic balance in several diverse species including killer whales, monk seals, caribou and northern spotted owls [154,158,160,165]. Despite this record of success, this technique has only been validated in a few primate species to date [157,159,161]. To the best of our knowledge, no studies have specifically examined how group size affects thyroid hormone levels.

With faecal determination, researchers can now also extend previous studies of stress physiology that have focused exclusively on glucocorticoids. These various triggers of glucocorticoid release (see above) have made it problematic to disentangle the source of elevated glucocorticoid concentrations, a difficulty that can now be addressed by assessing glucocorticoid and thyroid hormone concentrations simultaneously. Given that both energetic and social factors can impact fitness [166], the comparisons of a female’s glucocorticoid and thyroid hormone concentrations will shed new insight into the pathways mediating inter-individual variation in health, survivorship and reproductive success.

2. Conclusion and future directions

Most primates are highly social and obligated to group living, yet primate groups can vary tremendously in size, composition and stability. Research addressing the causes and consequences of this variation date back to some of the earliest field studies in primatology, and remain a central topic of study today. In this review, we focused on the energetics of group-size variation in female primates, summarizing available literature on how group size affects the intensity and outcome of competition both within and between groups. From an energetic perspective, we highlighted several advantages to living in smaller groups (e.g. decreased within-group competition for food resources) and several advantages to living in larger groups (e.g. increased probability of winning between-group contests).

In addition, we extended previous literature on this topic by discussing three physiological measures of energetic balance—glucocorticoids, c-peptides and thyroid hormones. Because these hormones can provide clear signals of metabolic states and processes, they present an important complement to field studies of spatial and temporal changes in food availability. We anticipate that their further application will play a crucial role in elucidating the adaptive significance of group size in different social and ecological contexts.
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